
SPEECH ABOUT AIR POLLUTION

Such polluted air is causing health problems, diseases and death. Such Essay on Air Pollution will help you to win essay
writing competition because all are written in very simple English language using easy words. . Speech on Pollution.

Children, elderly old people, and people with allergies especially, can have a lot of problems because of air
pollution. Regional air pollution Tall smokestacks designed to disperse pollution don't always have that effect.
Well that was the one example from the year of but owe about today? Such polluted air never remains at one
place however spread to whole environment and affecting the lives of the people all through the world. As
these countries industrialize, they add to the global burden of industrial pollution, triggering serious
discussions and arguments about environmental responsibility and a desire to reach a global agreement on
pollution issues. Unburned hydrocarbons: Petroleum and other fuels are made of organic compounds based on
chains of carbon and hydrogen atoms. Inside, your home is packed with all kinds of chemicals that generate
pollution every time you use them. It's particularly important to avoid car use when smog is bad in your city.
Released chemicals and hazardous gases ammonia from such fertilizers are getting mixed into the fresh air and
causing air pollution. Unless you're a scientist with a chemistry lab at your fingertips, there's no real way of
knowing. Chances are, the air it blows through has already circulated through other rooms in the same
building or even other people's offices or apartments. You can select any of them according to your need and
requirement either to use in exam or essay writing competition at any event. What are the causes of air
pollution? You can tackle virtually all garden pests and diseases in more environmentally friendly organic
ways. It also causes the death of forests, reduces the fertility of soil, and damages buildings by eating away
stonework the marble on the US Capitol in Washington, DC has been eroded by acid-rain, for example.
Burning of fossil fuels such as coal, petroleum including other factory combustibles are the major causes of air
pollution. During the 20th century, people started using large quantities of chemicals called
chlorofluorocarbons CFCs , because they worked very well as cooling chemicals in refrigerators and
propellant gases in aerosol cans propellants are the gases that help to fire out air freshener, hair spray, or
whatever else the can contains. On the other hand, congested roads and lanes should be declared as automobile
traffic control area. Save water when you can: Producing cool, clean water needs huge amounts of energy so
cutting water waste is another good way to save energy and pollution. China is the best example in this
context. People have already managed to solve another huge air pollution problem that affected the whole
world: the damage to a part of the atmosphere called the ozone layer. On a much smaller scale,
environmentally friendly people who want to ventilate their homes without opening windows and wasting
energy can install heat-recovery ventilation systems, which use the heat energy locked in outgoing waste air to
warm fresh incoming air. Air pollution is more widespread in its effects than other forms of pollution for
people who have to breathe the air. Ozone: Also called trioxygen, this is a type of oxygen gas whose
molecules are made from three oxygen atoms joined together so it has the chemical formula O3 , instead of
just the two atoms in conventional oxygen O2. Industrial air pollution[ change change source ] Many
industrial power plants burn fossil fuels to get their energy. Homes, schools, and buildings can also have air
pollution.


